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Abstract

Background: For decades, aviation has been an important part of society
and with its growth comes the increased environmental impact and the challenge
to reduce this adversary effect and move towards sustainability. Objective: Find
out how airlines can reduce their emissions and become more sustainable.
Method: A literature review was conducted including scientific articles, data from
Airbus and one airline to answer the problem definition. Results: Three pillars
were identified in order to achieve the objective: efficient ground and aircraft
operation, the use of sustainable aviation fuel, and advancement in aircraft and
engine technology. Conclusion: While there are several challenges in establishing
a sustainable airline, the adoption of sustainable aviation fuel at an accessible price
is essential for a more significant impact on the environment. Today, the maximum
blending ratio for sustainable aviation fuel stands up to 50 percent, but we need to
reach 100 percent. In addition to technological advancement in fuel types, there
are some prompt actions we can take today for an immediate effect and impact,
such as efficient ground and aircraft operations. Alongside this, crew education
and motivation are imperative to achieve fuel savings and emission reduction.
However, an airline's financial stability and business model may impede their
commitment to prioritizing sustainability measures.
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List of Abbreviations

Abbreviation Definition

14R Runway 14 Right

32R Runway 32 Right

A320 Airbus 320

A321 Airbus 321
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International Aviation
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FAA Federal Aviation Administration
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HC HydroCarbon
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IEA International Energy Agency
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LH2 Liquid Hydrogen

LNG Liquid Natural Gas
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MD80 McDonnell Douglas 80

MEL Minimum Equipment List

NEO New Engine Option

Nm Nautical miles

NOx Nitrogen Oxides

R Regional
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Authorization Required

S Small

SA Single Aisle

SAF Sustainable Aviation Fuel

SAS Scandinavian Airlines System

SBTi Science Based Targets initiative

SDG Sustainable Development Goals

SET Single Engine Taxi

SETI Single Engine Taxi-In

SETO Single Engine Taxi Out

SETWA Single Engine Taxi Without APU

SMTA Small Medium Twin aisle

T/O Take-Off

TA Twin Aisle

TEM Threat and Error Management

TOGA Take-Off/Go Around

UNDP United Nations Development Programme
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Introduction

The aviation industry has been a crucial part of the human economy and society for
decades, by providing a faster and efficient way to travel and connecting people from all
around the world. Before air travel, the other forms of transportation were often inefficient
and took a very long time. For the prosperity of a society it is crucial to have flights that can
carry out vital services such as ambulances, fire fighting and other critical services available
and accessible at all times. However, the growth of air travel comes at significant cost on the
environment, particularly in terms of greenhouse gas emissions. Sustainability has risen to the
top of the priority list for governments, consumers and the industry during the past few years.

Background

Sustainability defined according to the Brundtland report (1987) “is development that
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs” (Brundtland, 1987, p. 41). This is based on three connected dimensions:
environment, economy and society.

1. Environmental sustainability: Focuses on protecting and preserving the natural
environment and its resources for future generations.

2. Economic sustainability: Focuses on using resources in a way that supports long-term
economic growth and development.

3. Social sustainability: Focuses on meeting the needs of current and future generations
in terms of social well-being, including issues such as equity, social justice, and
community health.

In 2015 the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) set 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) to be achieved by 2030. The overall goal is to end poverty,
protect the planet, and to ensure peace and prosperity for all. SDG number 13 specifically
addresses climate action and calls for urgent measures to combat climate change and its
impacts. The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) defines sustainability in
aviation as the balanced and responsible management of environmental, economic, and social
impacts, while ensuring the long-term viability and growth of the aviation sector (ICAO,
2016). The problem with aviation concerning general sustainability is that it has a significant
environmental impact, particularly in terms of emissions and noise pollution (IPCC, 2014).

Emissions produced in the combustion of fuel in the aviation engine both result in an
impact on the climate and have harmful effects on health in the vicinity of airports. Climate
effects and environmental/health effects of aviation are closely linked but still need to be
defined as two different problems for society and people. These two problems also fall under
different regulatory frameworks, where regulations around climate emissions are governed
more internationally, while the local environment around the airport is governed by
national/regional/local regulatory frameworks.

Emissions from aviation affect climate by the release of greenhouse gases and under
some circumstances also formation of contrails. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is considered the most
alarming greenhouse gas, because it is the largest contributor to global warming and climate
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change. Heat is trapped in the atmosphere by CO2, which raises temperatures, melts the ice
caps and causes sea levels to rise. Moreover, during combustion, airplane engines release
nitrogen oxides (NOx). Ground-level ozone is a dangerous air pollutant that impacts both
human health and the environment, and NOx helps to create it. Ozone at ground level can
harm crops, trees, and other vegetation in addition to causing respiratory issues like asthma
(WHO, 2016). In 2021 the aviation industry was responsible for about two percent of global
greenhouse gas emissions and this is expected to increase in the coming years according to
the International Energy Agency (IEA) tracking report (IEA, 2022). Additionally, aircraft
noise can have negative impacts on communities near airports, as well as on wildlife
(Alquezar & Macedo, 2019), and Aircraft-Induced Clouds (AIC) form from the exhaust of
airplanes, affecting the earth's climate by reflecting sunlight and trapping the heat (Sherry &
Thompson, 2020).

Air travel is a contributor to climate change so there is a growing need to reduce the
environmental impact of aviation. The airlines can act to these challenges through various
initiatives, such as fuel efficiency improvements, the use of alternative fuels, and the
development of more sustainable aircraft designs. Implementing more efficient operations
can also play a big role in reducing costs and emissions. By reducing flight time through
optimizing routes, and increasing the use of new technology, airlines can reduce fuel
consumption and emissions and at the same time cut costs. From the author’s experience and
knowledge as pilots, strategies that are known for reducing emissions are listed below, and
will be elaborated in greater detail in subsequent sections of this report.

➢ Use more fuel-efficient aircrafts: Airlines can utilize more fuel-efficient aircraft
models, such as more recent versions of aircrafts with more cutting-edge engines and
lightweight constructions. These aircrafts can travel the same distance on less fuel
because of their improved aerodynamic efficiency and more fuel efficient engines.

➢ Employ alternative fuels: Instead of conventional fossil fuels, airlines may choose
biofuels instead, which are created from renewable resources including algae,
vegetable oil, and animal fat. Biofuels can aid in lowering the carbon footprint of the
aviation sector since they have already absorbed CO2 during their growth, utilizing
them is thought to result in lower net carbon emissions than using conventional fossil
fuels.

➢ Enhance flight routes: Airlines can enhance flight patterns to shorten travel times and
conserve fuel. By taking more direct routes and avoiding pointless detours, this may
be accomplished.

➢ Decrease aircraft weight: Airlines can reduce the weight of the aircraft by using
lighter materials, carrying less water, catering, and reducing the amount of
unnecessary equipment on board which results in less fuel burn.

➢ Improve ground operations: Airlines can improve ground operations by using electric
or hybrid ground vehicles, reducing the time spent idling and optimizing the use of
auxiliary power units1 (APUs). From the start of engines to engine shutdown, the
airlines can implement fuel saving techniques and operations such as Single Engine
Taxi2 (SET) in and out to reduce fuel burn.

2 Single engine taxi is a technique used in aviation where only one engine of a multi-engine aircraft is
used to maneuver the plane on the ground.

1 An auxiliary power unit APU is a small engine located at the rear of an aircraft which provides power
to start the engines and electrical systems while the aircraft is on the ground. It can also provide power to the
aircraft's systems in case of an emergency.
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➢ Adopt sustainable practices: Airlines can reduce waste, recycle, and use renewable
energy sources as examples of sustainable measures to lower their overall carbon
footprint.

The aviation industry as a whole has set ambitious goals to reduce its carbon
emissions and improve its overall sustainability performance. The pursuit of the goals
outlined above comes with several challenges, including the need for airlines to incur higher
initial costs. Additionally, implementing new procedures to enhance operational efficiency
can be complex and might require significant changes to existing regulations. Long-term, the
aviation industry has a critical role to play in addressing the environmental and sustainability
challenges of the 21st century, implementing efficient operations is a necessity in order to
achieve those goals.

So what are the operating costs of an airline and how much of it is the fuel cost?
According to Belobaba et al. (2009) an airline operating cost consists of the following:

➢ Fuel costs: The cost of jet fuel, which can vary depending on market prices.
➢ Labor costs: The cost of pilots, flight attendants, ground crew, and other staff

members.
➢ Maintenance costs: The cost of maintaining and repairing aircraft, including

scheduled maintenance and unscheduled repairs.
➢ Aircraft leasing or purchase costs: The cost of leasing or purchasing aircraft for the

airline's fleet.
➢ Landing fees and airport charges: The cost of using airport facilities, including

landing fees, gate fees, and other charges.
➢ Insurance costs: The cost of insuring the airline's operations, including liability

insurance and hull insurance for aircraft.
➢ Marketing and advertising costs: The cost of marketing and advertising the airline's

services to customers.
➢ Administrative costs: The cost of running the airline's headquarters and administrative

operations, including salaries, office space, and other expenses.
➢ IT and technology costs: The cost of implementing and maintaining technology

systems for the airline's operations, including reservations systems, flight planning
systems, and other IT infrastructure.

These costs can vary depending on the airline's size, route network, and business
model. Figure 1 illustrates the percentage of airline expenses in a circular diagram, giving an
overview of airline operating costs. Fuel prices and labor costs carry half of the operating cost
of an airline and are subject to frequent fluctuations due to various factors, such as changes in
global oil prices, geopolitical tensions, supply and demand imbalances, as well as shifts in the
labor market conditions and regulations.
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Figure 1. Example of operating cost of an airline in percentage. Source (Belobaba et al., 2009).

Purpose

The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the literature that has already been written
about aviation sustainability and will suggest actions that airlines can take to cut back on
emissions, as there are only certain factors an airline can control. As mentioned, air travel is
expected to increase in the coming years, and as the aviation sector is one of the largest
producers of greenhouse gas emissions globally, it is crucial that the sector take steps to
reduce its negative environmental effects. This essay aims to offer a thorough understanding
of the steps airlines can take to reduce their environmental impact by reviewing the most
recent research and recommendations on sustainable aviation practices. The results of this
literature review's analysis will be utilized to provide airlines with specific suggestions on
how to reduce their environmental impact and encourage the sector's sustainable growth.

Question

What steps can an airline take to reduce its environmental impact and move towards
more sustainable practices?

Method

The method used for this literature study involves searching electronic databases
including Google Scholar and LUBsearch for scientific reports, peer-reviewed articles and
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studies related to the topic of sustainability in aviation and steps airlines can take to reduce
emissions. Keywords used in different combinations to find relevant articles are: aviation,
sustainable, fuel, management, and development. Some articles have been gained from other
field experts. The study focuses only on commercial fixed-wing3 airplanes. The authors have
sought different airlines for data on how they work with sustainability. However, in certain
instances, the authors' requests were either unanswered or denied due to the confidentiality of
the information in the reports. One manager did respond to questions asked and attached as
Appendix 1 with fuel data as Appendix 2. Airbus and Boeing were contacted to procure
information and sustainability reports pertaining to aircraft operations. The authors also
participated in the final conference “Fossilfritt flyg I NORRA SVERIGE” which took place
in February 2023.

The value of the different kinds of data and reports differs depending on the source or
the purpose of the objective they were designed to serve. Scientific reports and articles are
based on empirical evidence collected through systematic and objective research methods.
The reports are subjected to peer review to ensure compliance with established standards and
to validate the reliability and credibility of the results (Backman, 2016). On the other hand,
authoritative reports typically offer a comprehensive overview of a particular subject and are
often written by experts in the field. Such reports can wield significant influence on policy
decisions but may be influenced by political or industry interests, resulting in potential bias
(Backman, 2016). Company reports, in turn, may also be biased due to the tendency to
portray the company in the most favorable light. Such reports may use language and data to
highlight successes and downplay failures. Company reports are frequently drafted by
management or public relations teams, who may have a vested interest in presenting the
company in a positive light. This bias can either be deliberate or unintentional. Greenwashing
is the practice of making false or exaggerated claims about the environmental sustainability
of a product or service (Harrocks & McMurchie, 2022). Greenwashing has become a major
concern in the aviation industry today, as airlines attempt to project an image of
environmental responsibility without making substantial adjustments to their operations.

The primary data relies on data obtained from the aircraft manufacturer Airbus,
specifically pertaining to the Airbus 320 (A320) model. Some data from Boeing 737 (B737)
and McDonnell Douglas 80 (MD80) models are also incorporated. The A320 and B737 are
the most commonly used aircrafts in the industry. The B737, A320, and MD-80 are classified
as Single Aisle (SA) twin-engined jet airplanes designed for commercial mid-range flights,
with passenger capacity ranging up to 240, depending on the airplane's version and
configuration. The Airbus 330 (A330) and Airbus 340 (A340) models belong to the Small
Medium Twin Aisle (SMTA) category and feature two or four engines, and are intended for
commercial long-range flights, with a passenger capacity of up to 350 (Airbus, 2023a).
Finally, the Airbus 350 (A350) and Airbus 380 (A380) models belong to the Large Twin
Aisle (LTA) category, featuring two or four engines and a wide-body design intended for
commercial long-range flights. These models can carry up to 440 passengers in the case of
the A350 (Airbus, 2023b) and up to 545 passengers in the A380 (Airbus, 2021), contingent
on the specific version and configuration of the airplane.

3 Fixed-wing aircraft refers to an airplane with wings that generate lift to enable flight. Unlike
helicopters and other aircraft varieties, the wings of a fixed-wing aircraft remain stationary during flight.
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Limitations

The objective of this study was to gather data from various airlines; however, several
airlines either did not respond to our request or declined to share data on the grounds of
confidentiality. Consequently, the study was conducted as a literature review by searching for
relevant articles. The research papers used were accessible through the internet and with
addition of some data from Airbus. Only literature in English and Swedish was used.

The research measures do not comprehensively cover all dimensions of sustainability,
and instead prioritize solely on fuel economy and CO2 reduction. Effective implementation of
such measures may necessitate substantial investments in terms of finances, time, and
resources. Additionally, certain individuals within the company may perceive the measures as
excessively limiting or arduous to adhere to.

The authors of this study have extensive experience as commercial pilots, with one
operated turboprop aircraft in the past and the other currently flying the A320 and holding
instructor and examiner privileges on this aircraft type. This experience may have influenced
the authors decision to focus their research primarily on the A320 and Airbus. Nonetheless,
the authors have tried to counteract any bias.

The operational part of the study is subject to a specific limitation in that the authors
relied exclusively on data from Airbus. While it is true that the laws of physics and
regulations apply uniformly to all aircraft, it is also acknowledged that the magnitude of fuel
savings and emissions reductions may vary across different aircraft types and operating
scenarios. However, the procedures outlined in the study are likely to yield significant
benefits in terms of fuel efficiency and emissions reductions for all types of aircraft and
operations. Despite the potential differences in numerical outcomes, the application of these
procedures can still be considered a beneficial practice that is worthy of adoption by airlines
and other stakeholders across the aviation industry.

Instead of relying on a potentially selective presentation of data from Airbus, a more
accurate representation of reality could have been presented if actual raw data from different
companies had been acquired. This would have allowed for a more thorough evaluation of
the effectiveness and prospective impact of the proposed solutions suggested by Airbus, as
we could have compared the claims of Airbus versus the reality in the airlines applying these
practices.

Result

Through their research, the authors have identified three essential pillars that may
contribute to the reduction of carbon emissions for an airline:

1. Efficient ground and aircraft operation,
2. The use of sustainable aviation fuels
3. Advancements in aircraft and engine technology.

These pillars are further divided into present, near future, and future actions. This
paper will go into each of these pillars, highlighting the necessary actions for an airline to
take in each of these timeframes in order to reduce significant carbon footprints.
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Efficient Ground and Aircraft Operation

The authors will examine the various methodologies, drawing primarily on data
provided by Airbus, to elucidate the concepts and procedures that are standard in aviation but
may pose challenges for individuals unfamiliar with the field. For better comprehension,
these technical terms and procedures will be supplemented with explanatory footnotes.

Choosing Correct Cost Index (CI)
The CI is an important factor for airlines when planning flights, it is a metric that

airlines use to balance the cost of fuel against the cost of time taken to complete a flight, the
cost of time refers to the expenses incurred by airlines due to factors such as flight duration,
aircraft utilization, crew costs, airport charges and other time-related costs, see Figure 2, and
selecting the optimal CI value is essential for achieving optimal fuel efficiency while
retaining time efficiency (Roberson, 2007). The CI value ranges from 0, indicating minimal
fuel consumption and maximum range, to 999, representing the minimum flight time and
maximum speed.

Figure 2. Cost Index formula in US dollars, Source (Roberson, 2007).

On the one hand, a high CI value may result in faster travel times, which can be
attractive to passengers and enable airlines to provide more frequent flights. Unfortunately,
this can also result in increased fuel consumption and emissions, which is contrary to Airbus's
sustainability goals (Airbus-WIN, 2023). On the other hand, selecting a low CI may result in
lower fuel consumption, saving airlines money and maybe leading to lower ticket prices.
However, a lower CI value may also result in longer flight durations, which customers may
find less appealing.

To obtain optimal fuel economy, airlines must take into account a variety of
parameters, including aircraft type, route distance, weather conditions, and fuel pricing. For
instance, Airbus-WIN (2023) advises airlines to assess the trade-off between a higher CI
value for short-haul flights, where time efficiency may be more important and a lower CI
value for long-haul flights, when fuel efficiency may be more important due to the greater
distance. Increasing the CI from 0 to 20 reduces the A320's flight time by 15 minutes, while
increasing fuel consumption by 200 kg, which is two percent increased fuel consumption on a
3700 km flight (Airbus, 2004).

Airlines must monitor and alter their CI values in reaction to fluctuating fuel prices or
other external factors that may affect the equilibrium between time and fuel economy.
Airbus's sustainability processes highlight the need to strike the optimal balance between
time and fuel economy in order to reduce fuel consumption and emissions (Airbus-WIN,
2023).

A flight evaluation presented in Roberson (2007) article, displayed very interesting
findings. A detailed assessment was done of the ideal CI for the 737 and MD-80 fleets by an
airline that is not mentioned by name in the article (Roberson, 2007). The ideal CI was
discovered to be 12 for all 737 variants, and 22 for the MD-80. Table 1 displays how altering
the CI for a typical 1,000-mile journey can affect trip duration and possible savings over the
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course of a year. With a small impact on the schedule, the modification of CI not only leads
to annual fuel savings for the airline of $4 million to $5 million US dollars but also aids to
reduce the airline's carbon footprint by lowering CO2 emissions.

Table 1.
Cost index impact4 on time per flight and annual cost savings by utilizing optimum CI versus the
current CI. Source (Roberson, 2007).

Operational Measures for Immediate Reduction of Fuel Consumption and Emissions
The authors of the present work made a diligent effort through different channels and

connections to obtain comprehensive information on fuel consumption and fuel savings,
which would have provided useful insights into the environmental performance of Airbus and
Boeing. Regrettably, direct access to such data was not granted due to confidentiality
concerns. Instead, the authors were provided with links to data available on the website as
well as publicly known operational procedures from Airbus. In January 2023 Airbus World
Instructor News (Airbus-WIN, 2023) published in WIN series section sustainability movies
in order to aid the airline's becoming sustainable and to train their staff. The procedures and
techniques will be presented below from each episode.

Airbus categorizes the various stages of a flight into nine distinct phases, namely
dispatch5, preliminary cockpit preparation and exterior walkaround, cockpit preparation
before pushback and start, single-engine taxi-out, climb, cruise, descent, holding6 and
approach, and single-engine taxi-in (Airbus-WIN, 2023).

Dispatch. Airbus recommends reducing the weight of the aircraft as much as
possible, since this directly leads to lower fuel consumption for the whole flight and affects
all phases. According to data from Airbus, if the aircraft weight is reduced by 100 kg, the fuel
saving could be from 20 up to 40 kg depending on the aircraft type per flight, see Table 2.
This can be achieved through measures such as reducing unnecessary cargo, baggage,
avoiding over-fueling, and optimizing the use of onboard equipment.

Potable water7 use and carriage: Depending on the route, number of passengers, and
global conditions, airlines can take water use and carriage into consideration in order to
optimize fuel consumption. For instance, carrying less portable water on shorter flights or in
cooler climates can reduce the aircraft's weight and save fuel.

7 Potable water is defined as drinking water that is suitable for both passengers and crew.

6 Holding is a procedure generally utilized by ATC to delay the arrivals at an airport. The pilot must
follow a specific oval-shaped pattern in the sky, usually located near the airport.

5 Dispatch is the process of planning and preparing the flight before take-off. It involves coordinating
various factors such as weather, fuel, crew and airport facilities to ensure that the flight can be conducted safely
and efficiently.

4 The impact on time refers to how the choice of cost index can affect the duration of the flight time,
plus for longer and minus for shorter.
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Table 2.
Aircraft operating weight reduced by 100 kg fuel saving per sector8 based on a computation for flight
at max range, with a payload of 80%. Source (Airbus-WIN, 2023, WIN Series:EP1 Dispatch).

Fuel tankering is the practice of carrying additional fuel on board the aircraft due to
lower fuel prices at the departing station. However, it has an effect on engine wear, wheel,
and brakes, extra fuel burn, and cost of extra CO2. Therefore, airlines should evaluate the cost
and benefits of fuel tankering before implementing it.

The maximum Flying Level9 (FL) may be penalized by Minimum Equipment List10
(MEL) and Configuration Deviation List11 (CDL) items, which might result in a rise in fuel
usage. These are the lists of hardware and software requirements for the safe operation of the
aircraft. The performance of the aircraft may be impacted if an item on the MEL or CDL list
is inoperative or missing. The inoperative system may result in a lower maximum operating
altitude leading to increased fuel consumption. Similarly to this, a missing CDL item might
cause more drag and hence use more fuel see Table 3 and Table 4. Maintaining the aircraft
properly and making sure that no MEL or CDL items are open12 can help to reduce the effect
of MEL and CDL items on fuel usage.

12 An open MEL or CDL item refers to a piece of equipment that is listed as temporarily inoperable and
can be deferred while the aircraft remains safe to operate within specific limits, provided that any required
procedures or restrictions are followed.

11 CDL is a document that outlines the allowable deviations from the standard configuration of an
aircraft, such as missing a secondary aircraft body part. It is used when an aircraft is not in its usual
configuration due to maintenance, repairs, or other reasons. The CDL ensures that the aircraft is still safe to fly
and meets all necessary regulations.

10 MEL is a document that specifies the minimum equipment requirements for a particular aircraft to be
considered airworthy. It allows an aircraft to continue operating with some non-critical equipment inoperative,
as long as it does not compromise safety.

9 Flight Level refers to the altitude at which an aircraft is flying, expressed in hundred of feets. For
instance, FL300 is equal to 30,000 feet which is equal to around 9,144 m.

8 Sectors refers to a flight from departure airport to destination airport.
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Table 3.
Fuel penalties and CO2 emissions per hour flight on A320 with a certain CDL restriction. Source
(Airbus-WIN, 2023, Win Series 2023:EP1 Dispatch) and (CDL A320).
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Table 4.
Fuel penalties and CO2 emissions per hour flight on A320 with a certain MEL restriction. Source
(Airbus-WIN, 2023, Win Series 2023:EP1 Dispatch) and (MEL A320).

Preliminary Cockpit Preparation and Exterior Walkaround. Delaying APU start:
By delaying the APU start, savings of 130 kg of fuel per hour can be achieved on the A320 or
selecting one or both packs13-off if ground power is not available can save 20 to 30 kg per
hour if APU is operating, see Table 5. It is worth noting that in addition to the potential fuel
and cost savings resulting, these practices also contribute to improved air quality at airports,
as less exhaust is released in areas where individuals are working (Stettler et al., 2018). These
actions may result in a reduction of CO2 emissions and other air pollutants, which may result
in reduced negative impact on the environment and human health in the long term.

13 The PACKS system ensures that both passengers and crew have a comfortable flight by supplying
heated or cooled air to the cabin of an airplane. On the A320, there are two PACKS that are managed by the
flight crew via the Environmental Control System panel.
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Table 5.
Possible fuel and CO2 emissions savings kg/h with APU, One pack or both pack off on ground. Source
(Airbus-WIN, 2023, Win Series 2023:EP2 Preliminary Cockpit Preparation and Exterior Walkround).

Aircraft body irregularities: Irregularities in the aircraft body such as fuselage panels,
flight control surfaces, seals, peeling paint, and dirt, can cause additional fuel penalties.
Therefore, the crew should ensure that the aircraft body is regularly clean during walkaround
and report without delay to maintenance any findings, so that the aircraft is maintained at the
first opportunity to be fuel efficient again.

Cockpit Preparation Before Pushback or Start. Data insertion in Flight
Management System14 (FMS): The maximum altitude for a flight is not necessarily the most
efficient option as the wind speed may vary at lower altitudes, providing either a stronger
tailwind or a weaker headwind. As such, selecting a lower altitude could prove advantageous.
It is therefore imperative to input accurate wind and temperature data into the FMS in order
to enable it to accurately compute and predict the most fuel-efficient and optimal flight path.
However, if the crew is under time pressure and cannot input detailed wind and temperature
data, it is recommended to at least enter the average wind in the FMS to ensure a reasonable
estimation of the optimal flight path.

Selecting pack flow15 to low: Selecting pack flow to low on the air conditioning panel
if passenger numbers allow, will reduce fuel consumption by up to 0.5% of the trip fuel
(Airbus-WIN, 2023, Win Series 2023:EP3 Cockpit preparation Before Push back or Start).
See Figure 3 for the effect on A320. The air conditioning consumes a significant amount of
fuel, and reducing the flow may lead to significant fuel savings.

15 Pack flow selection is the process of choosing the amount of air to be pumped into an aircraft cabin by
the air conditioning system. It can be set to low, normal or high, depending on factors such as the number of
passengers, the outside temperature and the altitude of the aircraft.

14 FMS is a computer installed in an aircraft that automates many in-flight tasks, such as navigating,
flight planning, and performance calculations. It helps pilots manage flight routes and make decisions by
providing real-time information about weather conditions, air traffic and other important flight parameters.
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Figure 3. Example of savings with the selector in LO mode. Source (Airbus-WIN, 2023, Win Series
2023:EP3 Cockpit preparation Before Push back or Start) and A320 FCOM).

Reducing thrust reduction and acceleration16: If noise abatement and performance
allows, reducing thrust reduction and acceleration contributes to fuel saving due to the fact
that it enables earlier cleaning up the flaps and slats, thus achieving a more efficient and
aerodynamic configuration with minimum drag. By regulation (EASA, 2023) the earliest
allowed thrust reduction is 400 ft Above Ground Level17 (AGL). However, a majority of
airlines have shifted from 1500 ft AGL to 800 ft AGL and Table 7 presents the fuel savings
and emissions that can be achieved through this technique.

Table 7.
Fuel and CO2 emission savings if using 800 ft instead of 1500 ft AGL thrust reduction per flight.
Source (Airbus-WIN, 2023, Win Series 2023:EP3 Cockpit preparation Before Push back or Start).

Choosing the shortest taxi time and departure: Selecting the shortest taxi time and
departure procedure can reduce fuel consumption. This can be achieved through measures
such as using the shortest taxi by departing from a runway with a tailwind if performance
allows, avoiding unnecessary stops, and selecting the most direct flight path toward the
destination. Figure 4 below is an example of using the opposite runway with a tailwind of

17 AGL is used in aviation to describe an aircraft or an object's height above the ground in feet, mostly
in civil aviation.

16 Thrust reduction and acceleration altitude are techniques used in aviation to save fuel and reduce
noise. During take-off, the engines are initially set to high power but can be reduced to a lower power setting
once a certain altitude is reached. This helps to save fuel and reduce noise. Similarly, during climb, the aircraft
may accelerate to a higher speed once a certain altitude is reached, which may also save fuel.
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32R instead of 14R shows the savings in taxi time, fuel and emissions. However, selecting a
shorter taxiway or departure runway is greatly influenced by a number of factors, including
incoming and outgoing aviation traffic, and the decision is made by air traffic control, not the
pilots.

Figure 4. Fuel and CO2 emissions savings by choosing the shortest distance to taxi and fly. Source
(Airbus-WIN, 2023, Win Series 2023:EP3 Cockpit preparation Before Push back or Start).

Delaying engine start: Delaying engine start can save significant amounts of fuel, see
Table 8. The crew should avoid if possible standing with the engines running and waiting.
This is because engines consume a significant amount of fuel, even when idling.

Table 8.
Fuel and CO2 emissions savings every ten minutes. Source (Airbus-WIN, 2023, Win Series 2023:EP4
Single Engine Taxi-Out).

Single-Engine Taxi-Out. The Airbus Flight Crew Operating Manual (FCOM)
includes supplementary procedures for Single Engine Taxi Out (SETO), which are
recommended by Airbus for departing aircrafts. Nevertheless, pilots should be aware of the
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associated risks when conducting SETO and apply Threat and Error Management18 (TEM)
practices accordingly. On an A320 aircraft with only one engine running, greater thrust may
be required, leading to potential risks such as jet blast and foreign object damage. As engine
starting takes time and attention, it is crucial to ensure situational awareness and checklist
compliance are not compromised. Flight crew members should communicate clearly
regarding the timing and location of the remaining engine start to avoid startling one another.
Additionally, in busy areas, ATC should be informed when increasing thrust to confirm that
no ground personnel are nearby. Engines also require warm-up time, and therefore, should be
started with sufficient time before take-off. SETO can be hindered by various factors such as
upslopes, steep curves, or congested ramps, so the crew must be vigilant for ground crew and
aircraft, while also listening carefully to ATC. Furthermore, multitasking and time pressure
during SETO increase the risk of errors.

Despite these considerations, single engine taxi can reduce CO2 emissions during the
taxi phase. Although the CO2 savings may seem minimal on an individual flight basis,
fleet-wide implementation of SETO can lead to significant benefits. As Table 9 below
demonstrates, a saving of 4 kg of fuel can be achieved per minute on an A320.

Table 9.
Single engine taxi fuel and CO2 emissions savings per minute. Source (Airbus-WIN, 2023, Win Series
2023:EP4 Single Engine Taxi-Out).

Climb. The Computerized Flight Plan19 (CFP) must be consistent with aircraft
performance and it is vital to continuously monitor the aircraft performance to keep CFP
predictions as close as possible.

Reduced flap20 setting: The goal is to ensure that the aircraft's performance is
predicted as accurately as possible. Although the lowest flap setting produces the least
amount of drag and therefore results in the lowest fuel burn, other considerations such as

20 Flaps and slats are parts of an airplane's wings that can be extended to change the shape and surface
area of the wing. By extending these surfaces, the airplane can generate more lift at lower speeds, this is crucial
during take-off and landing. This allows the airplane to fly more safely and efficiently. On an A320 the sequence
flap setting from lowest to highest is: O, CONF 1, CONF 1+F, CONF 2, CONF 3 and CONF FULL.

19 A Computerized Flight Plan is a detailed document, created by a computer program that guides the
aircraft from its origin to its destination. It includes details such as the route, altitude, speed and fuel
consumption required for the journey. The plan can be adjusted by the pilot or air traffic control as needed
during the flight.

18 Threat and Error Management (TEM) is an aviation approach that focuses on proactively identifying
and addressing potential threats and errors to enhance safety during flight operations. It involves recognizing
and analyzing factors that could negatively impact operations and taking measures to mitigate their impact.
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maximizing take-off weight, take-off speeds, or noise abatement may require higher flap
settings. Thus, the appropriate flap setting should be selected for each departure instead of
using the same configuration systematically. Table 10 displays the fuel savings and CO2
emission reductions achieved by using configuration (CONF) 1 + F for take-off instead of
CONF 3. It is important to strike the right balance between performance, noise, and fuel
consumption when selecting the take-off configuration.

Table 10.
Fuel and CO2 emissions savings using CONF 1+F instead of CONF 3 per flight. Source
(Airbus-WIN, 2023, Win Series 2023:EP5 Climb).

Flexible Take-Off21 (Flex T/O) versus Take-Off/Go Around22 (TOGA) thrust:
Reduced thrust or flexible take-off is a technique that optimizes thrust based on the aircraft
weight, runway, and ambient conditions. The benefits of operating the engines at lower thrust
include extending engine life and reducing maintenance costs for the airline. On dry and wet
runways, flexible take-off is the recommended method for take-off at reduced thrust. The
highest flex temperature23 is typically achieved at the lowest flap setting. However, it is
important to note that using flex take-off increases fuel consumption compared to using
TOGA thrust. Thus, the optimal balance between maintenance cost reduction, fuel
consumption, and CO2 emissions must be found based on operational constraints. During
flight planning initialization, the flight crew can input climb wind values for different flight
levels. Accurate wind data must be entered for each phase of flight in order to achieve the
best predictions. During climb, the FMS computes fuel and time predictions as well as
Economic (ECON) speed mark targets using the forecast wind data. The climb efficiency
improves with greater wind data accuracy. The FMS flight plan takes into account the 250
knots speed limitation below 10,000 feet by default. If permitted by ATC, the crew may
remove this limitation to accelerate to the optimum ECON climb speed, resulting in cost
savings, reduced fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. Figure 5 below displays an example

23 Modern jet engines may generate more thrust than is generally needed for take-off, therefore flex
temperature takes advantage of this. It helps extend the engine's life and lessen wear and tear by lowering the
temperature at which the engine runs.

22 Take-Off/Go Around (TOGA) thrust is a maximum engine power setting used in aviation during
take-off and go-around maneuvers, A go-around maneuver is a standard aviation procedure performed by pilots
during an aborted landing.

21 Flexible Take-off (Flex T/O) is a take-off procedure where the engine thrust is set to a lower level
than maximum, based on the current outside conditions, to reduce wear on the engines and save fuel.
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of the theoretical take-off climb profile that would produce the best performance and fuel
consumption results to achieve greater efficiency and reach the top of the climb earlier.

Figure 5. Optimum Take-off/Climb profile with and without speed constraint. Source (Airbus-WIN,
2023, Win Series 2023:EP5 Climb).

Cruise. Flying at the appropriate speed and at the most efficient flight level is crucial
to optimize aircraft performance during the cruise phase. This phase commences upon
reaching the designated cruise level and engaging ALT CRZ24 mode in an Airbus aircraft.
Cruise phase ends when the aircraft initiates the descent and approaches a distance of 200
nautical miles from the destination. The FMS calculates the optimal speed based on the
performance factor and CI. To ensure optimal performance, the flight crew should engage the
managed25 speed modes. For instance, on an A320 aircraft, a slight increase in Mach number
of 0.01 can cause up to 2.6% more fuel consumption (Airbus-WIN, 2023), resulting in
increased CO2 emissions. Similarly, the FMS determines the most economical flight level for
a given CI, accounting for aircraft weight, temperature, and winds. As the aircraft loses
weight during the flight because of fuel consumption, the optimal flight level continually
updates and changes. It is crucial for the flight crew to fly as close as possible to the optimal
flight level and to monitor it regularly. In some cases, if altitude changes are challenging to
achieve, it may be advantageous to request an initial cruise altitude above the optimal flight
level. To ensure accurate results, the flight crew must input the latest weather data, including
wind and temperature for four different flight levels (A320 FCOM), to reflect the actual wind
and temperature profile. Table 11 below demonstrates the penalties incurred when flying
below the optimal flight level, for Single Aisle (SA) and Twin Aisle (TA) aircraft.

25 Managed speed refers to the automated speed control system on an aircraft, whereby the aircraft's
speed is governed and adjusted by the FMS instead of the pilot's own selection.

24 ALT CRZ is an automatic feature on Airbus aircraft, when engaged it adjusts the aircraft's cruising
altitude during a flight to optimize fuel consumption and make the flight more efficient.
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Table 11.
Fuel and CO2 emissions penalties flying 2000 ft below optimum flight level per flight. Source
(Airbus-WIN, 2023, Win Series 2023:EP6 Cruise).

Descent. During the descent preparation phase, if the landing conditions, aircraft
performance permit, and air traffic flow allow, the flight crew may request the ATC to assign
a runway that minimizes the approach or taxi time, or both, thus reducing the overall taxi and
flight time, similar to the take-off phase. To ensure an optimal approach, the flight crew
should maintain a clean configuration and manage the configuration for the approach phase.
The FMS computes the most economical descent profile by providing the managed speed.
Unless otherwise restricted by ATC, the flight crew should use the managed speed to achieve
the optimum economic speed during the descent. The FMS calculates the vertical profile for
the descent by using the aircraft weight, entered CI, and aircraft performance from the
performance database, computed backward from the threshold. The managed descent in
traditional FMS calculations is conservative and not steep enough, with wide margins.
However, the flight crew can reduce these margins to optimize the descent profile by
accurately inserting wind data in the FMS. It is important to note that the use of ANTI-ICE
systems increases fuel consumption and associated CO2 emissions, and should only be used
when necessary without compromising safety. For instance, avoiding the use of wing and
engine anti-ice systems between 10,000 and 1,500 feet can result in significant CO2 savings,
as shown in Table 12 below.

Table 12.
Fuel and CO2 emissions savings not using ANTI ICE from 10,000 ft to 1,500 ft per flight. Source
(Airbus-WIN, 2023, Win Series 2023:EP7 Descent).

Holding and Approach. In order to minimize fuel consumption and associated CO2
emissions, flight crews should avoid holding patterns, unless instructed by the ATC.
However, in the event that holding cannot be avoided, there are two variables that can be
adjusted to achieve fuel savings: flap configuration and speed. Keeping the aircraft in an
aerodynamically clean configuration and deploying landing gear and flaps only when
necessary will reduce drag and fuel consumption. Therefore, maintaining a clean
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configuration is optimal throughout the flight. When in a clean configuration, the flight crew
should fly at the Green Dot26 speed. Decelerated approach, where the aircraft is configured
for landing step by step and reaches final landing configuration at about 1,500 ft AGL,
instead of fully configuring before the Final Approach Fix27 (FAF) or Final Descent Point
(FDP), can also save fuel during the approach. Continuous descent approach, which
eliminates the deceleration level off, reduces the time the aircraft stays at level flight altitude,
thereby reducing fuel consumption.

Landing with flaps in CONF 3/idle reverse28/autobrake LOW will make the aircraft
more aerodynamically efficient, resulting in fuel savings. However, CONF 3 landing in
conflict means more deceleration energy to stop the aircraft, potentially leading to a longer
landing distance. The use of idle reverse instead of full reverse can also reduce fuel
consumption and be beneficial for the engine, but may increase the landing distance and
should only be used when performance permits. Flight crews should keep in mind the
phenomenon of brake oxidation, which occurs when brakes reach high temperatures multiple
times, leading to the degradation of carbon material and a loss of its strength. To extend the
life of brakes, the use of autobrake at landing is recommended by Airbus. Backtracking the
runway and making a U-turn at the end of the runway should be avoided to save fuel. Table
13 provides data that illustrates the fuel savings associated with certain landing
configurations, specifically CONF 3 versus CONF FULL and reverse idle and full reverse.

It is important to strike the right balance between performance and fuel consumption
when selecting the landing configuration. A visual29 approach procedure can also lead to
significant fuel savings, reducing up to 945 kilograms of CO2 or 300 kilograms of fuel per
approach compared with the standard instrument approach (Airbus-WIN, 2023).

29 A visual approach is a landing approach where the pilot navigates and lands the aircraft visually,
without relying on instrument guidance, when weather conditions are favorable. It allows for a more efficient
and direct approach to the runway using visual cues such as the airport runway and surrounding terrain.

28 The use of the reverse thrust system assists the pilot in slowing and stopping the aircraft after landing,
thus generating a forceful braking force. It is a crucial safety feature that facilitates pilot control of their aircraft
on the runway.

27 FAF or FDP is a designated point in the sky where pilots begin their final descent to an airport's
runway. It marks the start of the final segment of the approach, where the aircraft is lined up with the runway
and begins to descend at a steeper angle towards landing. Pilots typically configure the aircraft for landing at the
FAF and continue to monitor its speed, altitude, and direction until it touches down on the runway.

26 Green Dot Speed denotes a particular airspeed that offers the optimal lift-to-drag ratio for an aircraft,
allowing for the most fuel-efficient flight. In essence, it represents the speed at which an aircraft can fly with
maximum efficiency.
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Table 13.
Fuel savings per flight utilizing different CONF for landing and reverse. Source (Airbus-WIN, 2023,
Win Series 2023:EP8 Holding and Approach).

Single-Engine Taxi-In. Single-Engine Taxi-In (SETI) provides similar benefits as
SETO, but additional measures can be taken during taxiing to reduce fuel consumption and
CO2 emissions. These include taxiing with one or both packs turned off, delaying the start of
the APU, or avoiding APU start altogether if a Ground Power Unit30 (GPU) available upon
arrival at the gate may contribute to brake savings, lower APU and engine maintenance,
enabling not only fuel saving but also reduce ground noise. Stettler et al., (2018) conducted a
research study on SETI and SETO, which revealed that a reduction of 0.3% in the total
ground-level NOX, 4.3% reduction in total ground-level Carbon Monoxide (CO), and 3.6%
reduction in total ground-level HydroCarbon (HC) emissions could potentially result in
significant savings.

The Use of Sustainable Aviation Fuel

To comprehend the advantages of SAF, the authors will provide a concise explanation
of the ramification of traditional jet fuel and its environmental impact.

Emissions from the Combustion of Jet Fuel
The combustion of jet fuel releases greenhouse gases and, under some circumstances,

forms contrails, also called AIC. According to the FAA Office of Environment and Energy
(2015), approximately 90% of aircraft emissions occur between the altitudes between 3,000
feet and 43,000 feet above the ground, with the remaining ten percent emitted during taxi,
take-off, initial climb, and during the approach and landing. The emissions explained in FAA
Office of Environment and Energy (2015), includes CO2, water vapor, nitrogen oxides,
hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide, sulfur oxides, and soot particulates. The largest component
of the emissions is CO2 which is approximately 70% of the exhausts.

➢ The CO2 is the product of complete combustion of traditional jet fuel.
➢ Water vapor is the product of the hydrogen in the fuel combined with the oxygen in

the air. This is the source of the condensation trails.
➢ Nitrogen oxides are the product in high pressure combustion when air passes through

high temperatures.

30 GPU provides electrical power to an aircraft while parked with the engines and APU turned off. The
GPU is connected to the aircraft through a cable, supplying power to the electrical systems.
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➢ Hydrocarbons emitted from incomplete fuel combustion which contributes to the
formation of ground-level ozone.

➢ Carbon monoxide is formed due to the incomplete combustion of the carbon in the
fuel and contributes to the formation of ozone.

➢ Sulfur oxides are produced from petroleum fuels where sulfur is present and in
combination with oxygen from the air during combustion.

➢ Small particles of soot form as a result of incomplete combustion and aerosols from
condensed gases.

The FAA Office of Environment and Energy (2015) explains that aircraft is not the
only source of emissions produced within the aviation sector. Other contributing factors to the
emissions are, for example, ground support vehicles, traffic to and from the airport such as
shuttle buses, ground support equipment, and the APU.

Contrails - Aircraft-Induced Clouds
AIC are also called condensational trails. AIC are clouds generated by the aircraft’s

exhaust. They are composed of water vapor that condenses on soot particles and due to the
low temperatures form ice crystals that create condensational trails. The AIC is, therefore,
artificial clouds of ice crystals induced behind the aircraft (Sherry & Thompson, 2020).

Figure 6 illustrates three distinct forms of AIC, namely short-lived contrails,
long-lived persistent contrails, and long-lived contrail cirrus. The short-lived contrail duration
is less than ten minutes, and are line-shaped and have short duration because of the
atmospheric condition that does not sustain contrails. The long-lived contrails are persistent
and cirrus contrails. The persistent contrails can be as long as ten kilometers, remain
line-shaped, and remain as long as ten hours. The cirrus contrail is when the persistent trails
lose their line-shaped formation and transform into contrail cirrus with irregular shapes.
These contrails can merge with other contrails in traffic-congested areas or merge with
natural cirrus clouds.

Figure 6. (a) short-lived contrails, (b) long-lived persistent contrails, (c) long-lived contrail cirrus.
Source (Sherry & Thompson, 2020).

AIC has a cooling effect on global warming by reflecting sunlight back into space and
reducing the amount of infrared radiation that is emitted from the Earth's surface. “This
imbalance affects the temperature structure in the lower atmosphere, therefore, contributing
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to global warming.” (Sherry & Thompson, 2020, p. 828). The study indicates that AIC
contributes 55% of aviation’s total contribution to global warming and CO2 with 39%. The
effect of the AIC is immediate and short-term, it is lost as soon as the AIC dissipates, and the
CO2 can persist for up to 20 years (Sherry & Thompson, 2020).

What is SAF?
SAF is, according to BP (2022), fuel produced from sustainable feedstock and is very

similar in its chemistry to traditional fossil jet fuel produced by fossil feedstock. ICAO
(2016) explains that the first generation is produced from crops which could be subject to
additional concerns of sustainability such as the use of land to use the fields to produce fuel
instead of food. Current technology of producing SAF allows the use of municipal waste,
used cooking oil, and agricultural residues. The report from Cabrera & Melo de Sousa,
(2022) describes that most of the production of SAF is from plants, and the associated carbon
life cycle emissions can significantly be reduced. Some of the CO2 will be reabsorbed by the
next generation of crops, see Figure 7. The feedstock also allows the production of SAF to be
closer to the airport which minimizes the cost and the emissions of transportation. To be
considered SAF, ICAO (2016) explains that the fuel must meet sustainability requirements
set by ICAO as part of the Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International
Aviation (CORSIA). CORSIA is a global market-based measure for harmonized national
cooperation to reduce emissions and minimize the distortion of the market while respecting
the special circumstances and respective capabilities of the ICAO member states (IATA,
2016).

The use of SAF is in an early stage, and the EASA European Aviation Environmental
Report (2022) reports that the current supply of SAF is as low as 0.05% of the total use of
Europe Union aviation fuel. However, during the conference Fossilfritt Flyg I NORRA
SVERIGE it was mentioned that several companies had announced their intention to enter the
SAF market by 2030, and the existing producers announced a significant capacity increase.
For instance, Norwegian air shuttle and Norsk e-fuel made a partnership to build the first
full-scale electrofuel factory to produce sustainable fuel in the Norwegian state Mosjøen
(Norwegian, 2023).

Figure 7. Carbon life cycle diagram. Traditional jet fuel to the left, SAF to the right. Source (Cabrera
& de Sousa, 2022).

Fuel Composition. According to (ICAO, 2022), the commercial aviation industry has
strict safety standards for fuel in operation, and for maintenance of its equipment. The most
widely used standard for Jet A1 fuel (traditional jet fuel) has requirements for composition
such as volatility, fluidity, corrosion, combustion, thermal stability, materials compatibility,
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and other factors. Aircrafts are often refueled in different states, and the national standards for
jet fuel differ. Therefore, a concept of fuel “drop-in” was introduced to mix traditional jet fuel
from different sources. The drop-in method is therefore of the most importance in
implementing SAF and reducing the impact on the environment.

SAF can be blended with traditional jet fuel up to a certain percentage and is certified
for use in the existing fleet, requiring no changes to the aircraft, engine or infrastructure.
However, there are challenges that concern feedstocks for producing drop-in fuels. Many
sustainable feedstocks such as vegetable oils, animal fats, and waste oils are also used in
other industries such as food and chemical production. The production process for SAF is
currently more expensive than traditional fossil fuels. Technical challenges associated with
blending drop-in fuels with conventional fuel. Some of the SAF have different chemical
properties than traditional aviation fuel that could affect engine performance or require
modifications to fuel systems (Sman et al., 2021).

The aircraft engines that are certified to use the aviation fuel Jet A1 are also approved
to use SAF via the method of drop-in fuel. Drop-in method means that SAF can be used in a
mix with traditional jet fuel such as Jet A1. The approved blending ratio depends on the type
of SAF. According to Vozka et al., (2019) some of the types of SAF are approved with a ratio
of up to 50%, see Table 14. The requirement in the drop-in method is essential because a
drop-in with SAF does not need to be handled separately from other aviation fuel. This also
reduces the cost by using the already implemented infrastructure of the fuel distribution.

Table 14.
SAF blending ratio for different types of SAF. Source (Vozka et al., 2019).

Life Cycle of SAF. By using SAF, CO2 emissions can be reduced by up to 80% of its
life cycle (Cabrera & de Sousa, 2022). The life cycle of SAF involves several stages,
feedstock, conversion to fuel, distribution to airports, distribution to aircraft, and the
combustion of the fuel in the aircraft. According to (EPA, 2022) the first step in producing
SAF is to source the feedstocks. The feedstock can be from different sources for example
agricultural waste, forestry residues, municipal waste, algae, and dedicated energy crops. The
second step is to use the feedstocks to extract the energy-rich molecules that will form the
basis of the fuel. Once the feedstocks are collected, they undergo a series of chemical
processes to convert them into aviation fuel. After the fuel is produced, it is transported to the
airports.

When the SAF is transported to the airports, it is used in aircraft in combination with
traditional fossil fuels through the concept of drop-in fuel. SAF can be used in existing
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aircraft without requiring any modifications, and it provides similar chemical performance
characteristics to traditional jet fuel. Finally, when the fuel is used, the remaining waste is via
recycling or safe disposal. Most of the CO2 emissions produced in the combustion are then
reabsorbed by the next generation of feedstock. SAF is considered to be a more sustainable
fuel option because it can be produced from renewable feedstocks, and its use results in lower
greenhouse gas emissions compared to traditional jet fuel. The life cycle of sustainable
aviation fuel is designed to reduce the environmental impact of aviation by providing a more
sustainable fuel option for the aviation industry.

AIC Effects in the Use of SAF. Contrails form as the water vapor and soot particles
that are emitted by the engine at high altitudes and condenses into droplets or ice crystals
forming AIC. Therefore the particles generated in the combustion, such as soot, influence the
formation of contrails. Sman et al. (2021) explain that the lower aromatic and sulfur content
in SAF can lead to differences in contrail and cirrus formation. The use of SAF generates less
soot, and it can potentially reduce the formation of contrails. As explained by Sherry &
Thompson (2020) by using SAF with the method of drop-in fuel, the soot emissions can
reduce soot count by 50%. However, Sherry & Thompson (2020) further explains that
longer-term solutions that require investment in research and development, design and
certification costs, and deployment costs include improved aerodynamics and engine design
to reduce soot emissions, Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) and Liquid Hydrogen (LH2) engines or
both, and fuel additives to modify ice crystal properties or suppress ice crystal formation.

By operational changes, AIC can be reduced and can slow global warming and buy
time for longer-term CO2 initiatives to take effect. Adapting the cruise flight levels to reduce
the time in areas with atmospheric conditions for AIC generation is the most practical and
low-cost near-term mitigation option (Sherry & Thompson, 2020).

Advancements in Aircraft and Engine Technology

In the fleet efficiency improvement section, there are two parts: Investing in new
aircraft and engines or retrofitting31 with new enhancements to improve the existing aircraft.
The authors have chosen Airbus for this study, other manufacturers are offering various
solutions to improve the efficiency of the existing fleet and the study will present some of
Airbus solutions.

New Aircraft and Engines
The new generation of aircraft, meaning an aircraft that is available for purchase or

lease today for an airline, is estimated to save fuel from 14 up to nearly 48% compared to
their predecessors, see Table 15 (Sman et al., 2021). The improvements done to the A320
New Engine Option (NEO) family, have led to saving about 20% per seat fuel burn than the
previous engine choice Classic Engine Option (CEO). The respective savings per Available
Seat Kilometer32 (ASK) are 19%, 20% and 23% for the A319, A320 and A321 (Sman et al.,
2021). The newer aircrafts are made with the use of lighter materials. For instance, around
70% of cutting-edge materials, including composites, titanium and contemporary aluminum

32 Available Seat Kilometer (ASK) is a way that airlines measure how many passengers they carry over
a certain distance. Calculated by multiplying the number of available seats on a flight by the distance in
kilometers the flight travels. ASK aids airlines determine how well they utilize their planes and resources, and
plan new routes or adjust prices.

31 Is the process of updating or modifying an existing aircraft with newer or improved equipment or
technology.
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alloys are used in the A350's aircraft body to create a lighter, more fuel-efficient aircraft. The
use of these materials contributes to improving corrosion resistance and lowers the
requirement for maintenance on the aircraft as well according to Airbus.

Table 15.
Fuel efficiency improvement potential and entry into service of upcoming aircraft and types, relative
to reference type. Source (Sman et al., 2021).

As of 2018 an A320 NEO price starts at approximately $110.6 million USD, while the
list price for a new A320 CEO is approximately $101.0 million USD depending on the design
weights, engines choice and level of selected customization (Airbus, 2018). However, airlines
typically negotiate significant discounts off the list price and the actual purchase price of an
aircraft can be much lower than the list price. Additionally, prices are subject to change over
time, due to factors such as currency fluctuations and market demand. As a result, airlines
often opt to lease aircraft as a means of avoiding a significant upfront investment. An
illustrative example of the leasing prices as of 2021 is presented in Table 16. Based on a
study conducted by Sman et al., (2021), it has been determined that the average lifespan of an
aircraft before it is decommissioned and substituted with a new one is 22.5 years.

Table 16.
Average new aircraft lease rates worldwide in 2021, in thousands US dollars per month. Source
(Statista, 2023).
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Retrofit
Anti-Condensation. Condensation presents a significant challenge for aircraft due to

its potential to accumulate in different areas, including aircraft insulation blankets and
electrical systems, which contributes to excess weight. This additional weight can lead to
increased fuel consumption and maintenance expenses and can also decrease the aircraft's
payload capacity. One way airlines can address this issue is by implementing technologies
such as Anti-Fuselage-Condensation to reduce moisture-related problems and improve their
operations. CTT33 systems is a well-known Swedish company that specializes in developing
and producing products related to humidity control inside aircraft. Various airlines have
conducted dedicated trials and recorded a weight loss of 200-300 kg in SA aircrafts after two
to three months of moisture-protected operations. Additionally, there is documented evidence
of a 40% reduction in unscheduled electrical component changes per 1,000 flight hours for
airlines that have implemented this technology (CTT Systems, 2023). Non-condensing
airplanes are inherently lighter and experience fewer moisture-related issues, such as the need
to replace or repair insulation blankets and electrical systems.

Airbus (2023c) categorizes the retrofit upgrades into three different sections: The path
optimizers, the material upgrades and the resource managers.

The Path Optimisers. Descent Profile Optimisation (DPO), a fuel-saving software
modification, is available for A320 CEO and A330 CEO aircraft. For an A320 and an A330,
respectively, this modification can reduce fuel consumption by up to 75 kg and 140 kg per
descent, saving up to 140 tonnes of fuel and 441 tonnes of CO2 annually. In order to achieve
its goals, DPO modifies the FMS to decrease margins during approach and descent, enabling
a later top of descent and a shorter deceleration distance at level-off. The upgrade is
completed in just four hours.

Idle Factor Optimizer (IFO), developed by NAVBLUE34, that complements the DPO
software. IFO uses data analytics to compute the optimized Idle factor for individual aircraft
by decoding and analyzing data over three months, recomputing aircraft-specific Idle Factors,
and ingesting them into the FMS. This allows for continuous adjustment of the FMS
prediction of the descent trajectory, resulting in fully optimized descents for each aircraft
when combined with DPO. The IFO can minimize the use of air brakes and thrust increase
during descent, leading to potential fuel savings of up to 59 tonnes and CO2 savings of 184
tonnes per aircraft per year.

Required Navigation Performance Authorization Required35 (RNP AR) that can be
applied to all Airbus aircraft families, enabling the use of satellite positioning systems for
flying RNP AR procedures. The RNP AR procedure offers benefits such as reduced fuel
consumption, shorter flight time, flexible and more direct flight paths, noise footprint
management, and increased airspace capacity by saving track miles. NAVBLUE provides
comprehensive support to airlines throughout the entire process, including stakeholder
management, pilot training, and operational approval.

The Material Upgrades. Sharklets are retrofit devices that can be installed on many
A320 CEO family aircraft, as these are standard on the NEO. These devices are attached to
the wing tips of the aircraft, effectively increasing the wing span and reducing lift-induced

35 RNP AR following a particular path can help the pilots save time, fuel and noise. The pilots employ
GPS and other cutting-edge navigation equipment onboard.

34 NAVBLUE is a subsidiary of Airbus that provides digital solutions for the aviation industry. They
specialize in flight operations, navigation systems and aeronautical data management. Their software tools and
services help airlines and operators optimize their flight planning, enhance navigation accuracy and improve
operational efficiency.

33 CTT stands for the founders of the company Christer, Tom and Thomas.
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drag. Sharklets can provide fuel savings of at least four percent, which results in a decrease in
CO2 emissions. Additionally, they improve the aircraft's take-off, climb, and initial cruise
altitude performance, as well as its range and payload.

Single Engine Taxi Without APU (SETWA), an upgrade available for A320 CEO. On
the older CEO, the APU has to be started in order to perform SET so this upgrade will allow
the aircraft to taxi without starting the APU and takes approximately eight hours to install.
After installation, the aircraft can save up to 91 tonnes of fuel and 290 tonnes of CO2 per year
according to Airbus. The upgrade not only delivers fuel savings but also reduces ground
noise and lowers engine and APU maintenance costs as earlier mentioned.

The Resource Managers. Smartfill, a Skywise36 store application designed
specifically for airlines operating the A350, which determines the optimal amount of potable
water needed for each flight. By analyzing previous flights and customizing the risk level,
Smartfill accurately calculates the exact amount of water required for the upcoming flight,
thus reducing the risk of overloading the aircraft. Loading less than the maximum capacity of
potable water reduces the weight of the aircraft, which in turn, reduces fuel burn. Overall,
Smartfill helps airlines to optimize their potable water loading process and improve the fuel
efficiency of their A350 operations.

Air Management Function (AMF), an upgrade which can save up to 115 tons of fuel
and 363 tons of CO2 per aircraft per year according to Airbus. The upgrade can be installed
within six hours. AMF works by adjusting the mix of conditioned fresh air taken from engine
or APU bleed with recirculated air filtered by High Efficiency Particle Arrestor (HEPA)
filters, based on the number of passengers entered in the FMS. Without AMF, the air
conditioning system is designed to accommodate high-density layouts, but with AMF, the
amount of fresh air, or "bleed demand," is optimized according to the number of passengers
on board, potentially reducing fuel burn in cases of lower density layouts and/or low load
factor. This is similar to the A320 pack flow low selection. However, this can bring more
precise and efficient savings.

New Upcoming Technology
New technologies have potential to make a substantial difference in different classes.

A study conducted by Sman et al., (2021) calculated the proportion of CO2 emissions in 2018
for each class of airplanes. Table 17 presents the results indicating that Small (S) and
Regional (R) aircraft emissions were nearly insignificant in comparison to other categories.

Table 17.
Aircraft classes and share of 2018 ASKs and CO2 emission. Source (Sman et al., 2021).

36 Skywise is an aircraft option powered by the expertise of Airbus and Palantir Technologies, a leading
provider of data analytics. It integrates in-flight, engineering and operational data within a robust analytical
environment.
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A study conducted by Lundahl & Lindqvist (2020) found that electric-powered
aircraft have the potential to reduce environmental impact by a factor of 6-15 when compared
to fossil fuel-powered counterparts. According to Sman et al., (2021) study, electric-powered
aircraft have entered the market for small aircraft. However, for categories SA and larger,
battery technology and capacity prevent completely electric aircraft for these categories. New
technologies may make such aircraft possible in the future. Nonetheless, this process is
expected to take a considerable amount of time. Hybrid-electric aircraft powered by hydrogen
are expected to be introduced for the R categories in 2028 made by the Swedish company
Heart Aerospace (2023). The ES-30 will carry up to 30 passengers with a maximum range up
to 800 km.

Airbus is currently developing the Zero-emission (ZEROe) project (Airbus, 2023d),
which aims to launch aircraft with hydrogen fuel into service by 2035. The project includes
three types of aircraft, namely turbofan, turboprop and blended-wing body, capable of
carrying up to 200 passengers on flights of up to 3700 km, which could potentially benefit the
SA and R categories.

Airbus is currently engaged in a project related to “hybridisation” (Airbus, 2023e),
which involves utilizing different energy sources during the flight, either simultaneously or
consecutively. This concept combines jet fuel or SAF with electricity to enhance overall
energy efficiency and reduce fuel consumption. Through hybridization, energy management
is improved, resulting in a significant reduction of up to five percent in fuel usage compared
to regular flights. Electrical sources may derive from either batteries or fuel cells, which can
convert hydrogen into electricity. In November 2022, Airbus made an announcement
regarding its fuel cell-powered engine as part of this project.

Hydrogen Sustainable Aviation Fuel. Hydrogen (H2) is a type of SAF. According to
McKinsey & Company (2020), hydrogen can be used in either gas or liquid form for aircraft
to power jet engines or hydrogen gas in fuel cells that convert the hydrogen gas into
electricity to power electrical engines.

The production of hydrogen gas is according to Khalilpour (2019) by using
electrolysis by splitting water molecules into hydrogen and oxygen. By using renewable
electricity the production of hydrogen gas can be done as a sustainable process. When using
hydrogen as fuel, the combustion exhaust is pure water. Hydrogen fuel has the potential to
significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the aviation industry, Sman et al. (2021)
states that the production and use of hydrogen face technical and economic challenges. There
is also an energy demanding process to go from gas to liquid hydrogen, which should also be
generated using sustainable sources.

The challenges for the use of hydrogen as aviation fuel are according to Sman et al.
(2021), the technical and economic challenges associated with scaling up production and
distribution infrastructure. One challenge is that the current infrastructure for producing,
storing, and transporting hydrogen is limited, and would need to be significantly expanded to
support the use of hydrogen as a fuel for aviation. This would require significant investment
in new infrastructure, such as pipelines, storage tanks, and refueling stations. Another
challenge is that hydrogen has a low energy density compared to traditional fossil fuels. This
means that more space is required to store the same amount of energy in the form of
hydrogen fuel or shorter routes to be flown.
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Discussion

The purpose of this study was to evlauate different literatures and find strategies
airlines may employ in order to reduce their environmental impact, particularly their fuel
consumption which leads to reduced CO2 emissions and reduced environmental impact. Table
17 highlights that most of the environmental emissions of aviation belong to the category SA
and larger operators. This study may offer a structured approach for airlines to take practical
steps towards achieving sustainability objectives. Moreover, the study can contribute to
increasing consciousness about the significance of sustainability and stimulating a greater
number of airlines to engage in this quest.

The study that was conducted illustrates three distinct timelines: the present, near
future, and future.

➢ Present: pertains to actions that can be promptly implemented at no or
relatively low cost.

➢ Near future: pertains to investments and actions that may be made within the
span of five to ten years.

➢ Future: pertains to investments that are considered to be long-term, with a
timeframe ranging from 20 to 25 years ahead.

Airline operations are fundamentally driven by cost considerations, and long-term
investment decisions, such as aircraft acquisitions that require careful evaluation.

Present

According to Figure 1, presented by Belobaba et al. (2009), fuel costs account for
roughly 30 percent of an airline's operating expenses. It is reasonable to presume that airline
management would support the first pillar mentioned, which is efficient ground and aircraft
operations, given that this expense represents a significant portion of the airline's
expenditures; it would yield the most considerable financial benefit when compared to other
expenses incurred by an airline. By promoting fuel-efficient practices among pilots,
immediate and substantial reductions in fuel consumption and emissions could be achieved
without requiring a substantial investment in equipment. However, while implementing
efficient fuel-saving procedures is essential, crew motivation is a critical factor in their
successful adoption. Unless the crew is suitably incentivized and motivated to adhere to these
procedures, the desired cost savings may not be realized. The successful implementation of
fuel saving procedures requires the involvement of top management and a commitment to
encourage compliance throughout all levels of the organization, similar to the implementation
of a just culture37. While visual approaches and fuel-saving procedures can help reduce costs,
they can also increase pressure and stress on pilots during landing and potentially lead to
additional work such as reports or go-arounds. As a result, some pilots may not see the appeal
of these procedures since the personal benefits may be minimal. It is worth noting that in
addition to the factors mentioned earlier, some airlines pay their pilots based on the number
of hours flown. Therefore, flying faster and reducing the flight time may result in less
compensation to the pilots, while benefiting the airlines by allowing them to utilize the pilots
for more working days in a year without increasing their salary. Hence, the primary

37 Just Culture is a concept used in aviation safety management systems to create an environment where
the crew feel comfortable reporting safety concerns without fear of punishment from management.
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advantage of shorter flight times is typically accrued by the company rather than the pilot.
Incentives beyond the potential reduction in fuel costs may be necessary to motivate pilots to
engage in these practices. It would be advisable to consider offering incentives, such as
bonuses or kickbacks, to crew members who demonstrate a commitment to implementing
green operating procedures. To ensure maximum engagement, it is recommended that
incentives are offered at an individual level. It is important to note that the distribution of
bonuses to all crew members, regardless of their participation in fuel and emission savings,
may not be an effective motivator. To encourage participation from all crew members, it may
be beneficial to announce bonuses paid to those who make additional contributions to fuel
and emission savings. In order to maintain confidentiality, it is crucial to ensure that personal
data and identities of participating crew members are protected.

The subject of sustainability and fuel efficiency came up during an interview with a
manager at a smaller airline, see Appendix 1. The manager responded that their business does
not place a high priority on fuel savings at all when questioned about their strategy. This is
partly because the customer, not the business, pays for the cost of the fuel. Instead, the
company's top priority is making sure that its clients arrive at their destination on time and
safely. For this reason, regardless of the weather, the company always includes a minimum of
500 kilograms of fuel in their flight plans. This is done to reduce the possibility of detours
brought on by insufficient fuel, which would ultimately cost the company additional expense
and less profit. Nevertheless, this business model is not commonly observed in the aviation
industry where fuel costs constitute a significant portion of an airline's operational expenses
(Belobaba et al., 2009), making fuel savings a crucial consideration.

With respect to fuel policy, the authors are cognizant of the sensitivity of this issue
among pilots. As per regulations, the decision on the amount of fuel to be carried is entirely
at the discretion of the commander, with minimum regulatory requirements in place.
Nevertheless, based on their personal experience flying with various companies, the authors
have observed that many pilots tend to carry excess fuel, which is not necessary. As
mentioned in the previous paragraph, Appendix 2 from a smaller company showed that
despite the extra 500 kg, the crew still added extra fuel on top. This behavior stems from a
variety of reasons, and one of the authors has noticed from own experience that pilots often
carry extra fuel due to a lack of understanding of the requirements and for their own comfort
rather than any actual need for the extra fuel. It is imperative that airlines allocate resources
towards adequate training programs to ensure that pilots are well-versed with fuel
requirements. Moreover, airlines should provide regular reminders to pilots on fuel
requirements and present evidence-based data that demonstrates the safety of adhering to fuel
requirements. Additionally, airlines should encourage their pilots to abstain from carrying
unnecessary extra fuel.

The Airbus-WIN program (2023) includes nine phases that propose various methods
to reduce fuel consumption and fuel penalties. The pilot's decision-making and flight
management may save a substantial quantity of fuel and reduce emissions. In one instance, a
flight could potentially save 550 kg of fuel by achieving a short taxi and departure from the
departing airport, followed by a visual short approach into the arriving airport. This objective
may be difficult to achieve due to the volume of incoming traffic at an airport, but Table 18
illustrates an alternative approach. Pilots could implement the majority of these techniques to
save up to 180 kg of fuel per flight. A savings of 180 kg per flight, four times a day, every
day of the year, can add up to a significant sum, especially for an airline with a large aircraft
fleet and numerous flights.
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Table 18.
Example of potential savings on flight from A-B applying some of the efficient ground and flight
operations. Source (Data collected and calculated from Airbus-WIN (2023) as reference.

Item
Savings
(kg/flight)

SETO 5 minutes of taxi -20 kg
Start APU 5 minutes before departure instead of 1538 -22 kg
CONF 1+F instead CONF 3 -10 kg
CONF 3 /reverse idle versus CONF FULL/ full reverse -40 kg
SETI 5 minutes of taxi -20 kg
No APU start at arrival39 -65 kg

The total potential savings per flight -177 kg

The CI is a critical metric in airline operations, calculated as the ratio of the
time-related cost of airplane operation to fuel cost. Despite its apparent simplicity, various
factors such as fluctuating fuel prices across operating locations, fuel-tankering, and fuel
hedging can complicate the CI calculation, leading to unfair competition. To ensure equitable
application of the CI, such complexities must be taken into account. A slight extension of
flight time for each flight would have a negligible impact on the passenger experience.
However, the cost and emission savings resulting from correct CI over the course of a year
would be of considerable significance.

Near Future

SAF is the most mature alternative energy source for aviation, even if electric battery
technology and hydrogen airplanes are developing at a fast pace. The use of SAF is allowed
to be used up to 50% as drop-in fuel up until today's date. Electric batteries and hydrogen
have a low energy density, and they will need more innovations/improvements to be replaced
as energy sources.

The utilization of SAF has the potential to reduce AIC effects by reducing the
warming impact generated by contrails and cirrus clouds (Sherry & Thompson, 2020).
Nonetheless, additional investigation is requisite to comprehensively ascertain the
consequences of SAF on contrail formation and its possible advantages.

The availability of SAF is one of the main obstacles to the adoption of alternative
fuels. Although there has been a lot of progress in the creation of SAF generated from algae
and plant matter, there is still a lack of infrastructure that is crucial in order to support the use
of SAF. The cost of SAF, which at the moment is more expensive than fossil fuels, is another
huge obstacle. Nonetheless, it is expected that their use will expand as production increases
and the price of SAF falls.

There are limited areas where the airline can directly exert control and therefore, it is
crucial to utilize available resources in the most efficient manner possible. While a switch to

39 By not starting the APU the starting cycles are reduced, which in turn, aids in reducing APU
maintenance cost additionally to saving fuel.

38 This can present a challenge during hot summer days, thus it would be beneficial to have external air
conditioning facilities accessible at the airport.
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SAF might be a desirable option, it is not yet readily available everywhere and can be
prohibitively expensive, leading to competitiveness challenges. Consequently, one way to
achieve the desired efficiency gains is to optimize fleet and operation through fuel-saving
strategies, as previously suggested.

Future

The profitability of investing in new airplanes is contingent on several factors,
including the level of utilization, prevailing fuel prices and the business model adopted.
According to the interviewed manager from the smaller airline, investing in new future
fuel-saving technologies is not his primary concern as the client bears the fuel cost, and his
focus is on reducing the operational expenses of the airline. Therefore, such business models
do not find investing in new future fuel-saving technologies particularly appealing or
prioritized.

According to Sman et al. (2021), the typical operational lifespan of an aircraft is 22.5
years. Therefore, investing in an aircraft entails a long-term commitment. Replacing an
airline's fleet could yield fuel savings up to 48% depending on the aircraft type (Sman et al.,
2021). However, the economic feasibility of fleet replacement hinges on the airline's specific
business model. In instances where such replacement is not cost-effective, retrofitting
presents a viable option for effecting smaller, yet notable improvements. Particularly for
airlines with larger fleets, retrofitting can significantly reduce fuel costs and positively impact
overall expenses which leads to reduced environmental emissions.

Given the imminent advent of numerous new technologies and advancements in the
market, an airline may not find it alluring to invest in currently available aircraft for purchase.
Considering the long-term implications of such investments, it may be preferable to opt for
aircraft leasing. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the airline stands to enjoy more favorable
terms and lease rates with an extended leasing contract. Thus, the airline ought to consider its
business model before making such a commitment.

The research found that electrical aircraft can have economic and environmental
benefits within smaller aircrafts but with large aircrafts and for long routes the best option is
still the traditional propulsion system that uses Jet A1 with the possibility to use SAF with the
drop-in concept to reduce the CO2.

Impact the Airlines Can Make

Certain factors are beyond the control of airlines, such as regulations, fuel prices, SAF
production, and advancements in technology. Nevertheless, they can indirectly influence
aircraft design by demonstrating interest in SAF development and exhibiting a willingness to
incorporate SAF into their operations. Additionally, airlines can impact the emissions
originating from service equipment. For instance, ground vehicles that contribute to overall
aviation emissions. To that end, airlines can select service suppliers that utilize eco-friendly
equipment, such as electric cars or buses, to help mitigate the effects of these emissions.

As previously stated, a company's inclination towards implementing sustainable
practices is influenced by its business model. Imposing mandatory emission reduction
policies globally through legislation and regulations would prevent unfair competition.
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Nevertheless, developing countries with weak economies may be disinclined to raise costs for
their populace. Hence, the issue cannot be resolved through simplistic solutions.

In the aviation industry greenwashing not only misleads consumers but also hinders
efforts to reduce the industry's environmental impact. It can also lead to a lack of
transparency, making it difficult for the consumers to determine if the airline is authentically
committed to sustainability. To counteract greenwashing in the aviation industry, it is
essential for businesses to adopt more sustainable practices and disclose their environmental
impact. Before making purchases, consumers can also play a vital role by conducting
research on the sustainability efforts of companies. Finally, regulatory bodies should continue
to impose and enforce stringent environmental standards to prevent companies from engaging
in greenwashing.

Conclusion

There are a number of obstacles to overcome in order to establish a sustainable airline.
Some minor steps can be taken today by airlines, but for a greater impact on the environment,
more research is required to develop alternative energy sources to propel aircrafts in the
future, including how aircrafts will be designed to carry these new energy sources.

The airline's business model may influence its willingness to adapt to become more
sustainable. However, It should be noted that fuel savings, emission reduction, and cost
savings are interlinked and go hand in hand, making it easier to motivate the majority of
airlines to implement efficient ground and aircraft operations. Therefore, with appropriate
crew motivation the airline can immediately reduce their carbon footprint without making
significant investments.

To compel airlines to use SAF in order to reduce CO2 emissions, global regulations
must be modified. However, prior to adoption by airlines, it is necessary that the availability
and affordability of SAF is ensured.

Motivating the continued use of a procedure requires motivation, education, and
information, such as monetary incentives or evidence-based data demonstrating the effect of
applicable procedure modifications.

Final Recommendations

It is essential to incentivize and motivate pilots to adhere to fuel-efficient procedures,
as their cooperation is crucial in achieving fuel and cost savings. Offering individual-level
incentives, such as bonuses or kickbacks, could help encourage pilots to participate actively
in green operating procedures. Airlines should allocate resources towards adequate training
programs and provide regular reminders to pilots on fuel requirements, encouraging them to
abstain from carrying unnecessary extra fuel.

In near future more research is needed on the effects of AIC, cheaper methods for
producing SAF and the effects on the engines with increased blending ratio with the use of
SAF in traditional jet fuel. We need to go from 50 percent to 100 percent SAF

An airline should aim to aid sustainability research, by sharing raw data and be open
for feedback from researchers regarding areas of improvement. Additionally, the airline
should provide financial contributions and commit to utilizing upcoming potential
technology.
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Appendix 1

Interview with management from a small ACMI40 company that does not want to be named.

Question asked to the management Answers from management

To what extent does your company
prioritize sustainability in terms of fuel
policy and reduction of emission, and what
measures have been implemented to uphold
this commitment?

Our business model is such that the client is
paying for the fuel so in our company that is
not a priority, on the contrary we always
carry extra fuel of 500 kg no matter the
weather conditions just to be on the
conservative side.

What would it take for you to implement
such measures to reduce emission on fuel?

Well, if the client insists and demands it
from us then we will have to implement
such measures but our network is not built
for detours so it is better to improve the
chance of arriving at our destination than to
risk a possible detour.

Would it not be advantageous from a
competitive standpoint for your company to
exhibit superior fuel management and
consumption compared to your clients or
other competing entities in the market?

Sure that is a good point. However, for the
moment our business model has no need for
that, and by investing in those solutions I
have to invest time and money in something
that will reduce the profit of the company.

Is the airline interested in investing in new
future fuel saving technologies and aircraft?

The most important factor for us is the lease
cost of the aircraft, the newest aircraft with
latest technology are the most expensive
and as mentioned fuel savings are not our
primary concern. However, if the leasing
prices were the same then yes.

Could we please have access to some fuel
data from your company so that we can see
how much fuel is uplifted by the pilots
versus the planned fuel.

Yes, you can use this for the study, but I
would request that the name of the company
is not provided in your essay anywhere in
the essay.

40 Aircraft Crew Maintenance and Insurance (ACMI) is a company used by other airlines to supplement
their fleet during peak season or in case of short notice requirements.
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Appendix 2

Fuel data from the smaller company for December 2022, planned ramp fuel is done by the
CFP and actual ramp fuel is what the pilots decide to take. The difference column is the
difference between planned consumption versus actual consumption.
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